
TERRA 25 and 35
ATV / UTV / Side by Side
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   Duty Motor

   Roller Fairlead

   and Clevis Pin,

   Latched Hook

   Gears with Unique Bearing 

   Surfaces Lubricated with

   Synthetic Grease for 

   Long life and High Torque

   designed to withstand

   the rigor of 

   Synthetic Rope

Designed with the toughest terrains in mind, this series of and  winches, with

line pull ratings of 2,500, 3,500 and 4,500 lbs, feature rugged all metal 3-stage planetary gear 

train construction. Longer life, more torque and strong enough to get users out of                                                 

virtually anything they get into. 

 High Torque

ithstand

e

1.  Wider Gears - The Superwinch Terra line features gears that are 2X as wide as the 
next competitor. This means far better engagement plus longer life. 

2.  Bigger Motors - -
cy. From faster cooling to providing more torque, the Terra motors are the leaders in ATV 
winches.

3.  Designed for Synthetics -
TM

the unique loads synthetic rope exhibits.

4.  Giving You Control - Terra winches come stock with both a 10’ sealed hand held 
remote as well as a sealed handle bar mounted rocker switch. Select a Terra winch and 
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Advantages

      TERRA SERIES
TM

Steel drum designed 

for Synthetic rope         Sealed 
         hand-held control 

                                         Sealed 
                                         submersible 
                                         solenoid

Handlebar remote

Heavy duty motor, 

more torque, more 

power

CompCompetitionion

SUPERWINCH®

Rugged all steel 

over sized gears, 

with unique Synthetic

grease holding bushings

SUPERSUPERWINCHWINCH®®WINCHWINCH®®SUPERWINCH®SUPERWINCH® CompCompetitetitionionionCompCompCompetitetitionion

ible 

Easy to engage &

disengaged 

ergonomic freespool 

control

Handlebar motHandlebar remote
Sealed 
hand-held ntrol 
SeaSealed

Steel drum designed Steel 

Competit

Steel drum designed 

SUPERWINCH®SUPERWINCH

etition

otoHeavy duty moto

WINCH®

otoHea dut oto

WINCHSUPERSUPERSUPERSUPERWINCHWINCH

The Industries First 

Fully Sealed ATV winch 



TERRA 45
 UTV / Side by Side 
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   Ergonomic

    Freespool

      Control

   Ergono   Ergono

    Frees

      Con
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        Technical Data

      TERRA SERIES
TM

Mounting Bolt Pattern: Terra 25, 35 - 3.0” x  4.87” (76mm x 124mm) / Terra 45 - 3.0” x 6.66” (76mm x 169mm) 

on the entire winch from the outermost end of the motor to the ergonomic free spool 

control knob all meet the IP67 rating. Even the handlebar mounted rocker switch, the 

10’ hand-held remote and the solenoid are sealed and meet this same tough standard 

which ensures to keep out water, mud, snow and dust.

TERRA 45TERRA 25 / 35


